Data analysis for criminal investigations

...delivered 1000x faster, and now on your network!

Chorus is the industry leading analytical solution which automatically formats, cleanses and attributes unlimited volumes of operational data from multiple sources within minutes. Chorus is designed by the police for the police and the unique way it handles multiple data sets, means analysts and intelligence officers can provide answers to complex queries instantly; identify links between suspects; quickly link targets to key locations and devices; and help analysts and operational leads uncover new lines of enquiry.

NEW FOR 2017!
Our new features include:
- **Smart Loader** - drag and drop folders of files into Chorus for automated cleansing and publishing leading to analysis within seconds
- **Network Deployment** - Chorus can now be integrated with a force system for mass deployment across multiple departments.
- **Azimuths** - recording and visualisation of azimuth data
- **Faster Loading** - 160,000 rows in 10 seconds.

**Flexible Deployment**
We know how complex IT projects for public services can become. That’s why Chorus has been specifically designed to be deployed easily in a number of ways:
- Networked
- Secure Cloud
- Laptop
- Workstation

We integrate seamlessly with other systems and promise to get whole departments up and running by providing training and support every step of the way.
ALL TYPES OF DIGITAL DATA
Chorus is unique in the way that it can interrogate huge amounts of data from almost any digital source. From call data records and ANPR data to IP traffic and transaction and financial data, Chorus can manipulate and visualise them all at the click of a mouse.

SAVE MONEY
Business cases developed by UK police forces to procure the Chorus service consistently show a triple financial payback. Chorus increases staff productivity, reduces waste and allows management to better utilise operational resources. As a result, investigators can also achieve higher detection, enforcement and conviction rates. On average the ROI is less that 40 days.

FROM INCIDENT ROOM TO COURT ROOM
Chorus provides an integrated solution to accelerate investigation work from the incident room to the court room and enables teams to produce courtroom-ready reports at the click of a mouse. It also provides a bullet-proof audit trail, ensuring that the data analysis can be fully explained and defended in court. Investigation teams can now achieve more with less - and in less time.

VISUALISE FINDINGS
Chorus can handle terabytes of case data, reducing processing time from days and weeks to minutes. Once cleaned, the data can be presented visually as heat maps, cluster maps, networks and geo maps, giving the investigating team a unique high-level view. Time and time again, Chorus has been shown to uncover previously unknown links, allowing officers to identify and pursue new lines of enquiry.

“Millions, if not billions of savings. Thousands of police officer hours saved. Untold crimes solved and victims satisfied. And all by getting the fundamentals – ICT – right.”
Rt. Hon. Theresa May MP, Home Secretary Jan 2016

Contact us today to receive your free trial of Chorus and take a major step in combating crime.
chorusintel.com | sales@chorusintel.com | 0203 3507 7350